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To: HRH

Re: Prescetion for Victory - Who's?

From: C

While the President remains isolated,
Agnew si the "new Agnew" — he is not
Connally. Sequences in Texas, Cabinet
officers play at big as Snowgates,
White House aides plan the big
Mount. Manager and Tennis. Eggs
crash and the rose color shames
out the autumn showers — the pools
leaching to danger — 28.9°, 23.7°, 17°,
12°, 6°, 26°.

Richard Nixon sits at Camp David. He
knows and tells himself — the tide will turn
that will be the time to pull eggs Sun
Owls off the self-Self. The business
of the past will apply — the test
is coming — ready. The battle plan
is clear — the Byer will lead
on the Arena and again it
will be I. Little John Rill
Nixon. I believe this year it will
be election more by record than
accident as yeller of what people
are going to say.
Next week:

An unexpected visit to three states:
Alabama on the agenda. It
should be closed to a more
short stop - raise the flag
of Georgia, the write vote (Georgia,
it is no more close to go).
Bostor is back on - after all
to stop. The McCarren crowd needs
turned out don't make it easy.
Bostor will be demonstrated,
the President harassed - a comment
off hand statement - the evening
news is deplorable.

The possibility of slipping out of
sight is preceded by an
delayed announced visit to
Ritz Barnett. Probably
presses a dinner. The opposition
faces offer direct challenges
to the President - the Congress
even see it different. This
than the issue and his aides.
The Call (even - the tide
in charging - trouble at
the helm).
The truck in June 2 out of sight - wanting - he cancels most of the WH middle - what went wrong. The WH around 1600 is material - are still here gone wrong with the plan. Lights burn, tensions are higher, calls aren't returned, they're on the defensive.

McGovern returns to Waltham.Uses to stay in city as long as Nixon does. If Nixon tells to the CQ have from Waltham why can't candidate come.

Everyday George holds a press conference - maybe the first time one is in effect.

The Democratic start to crumble. Connally, the prostituted, Denver he seen for awhile. A Scowble nerves his wing - demands for his right to leave the field.

Mommy who had wanted the Democratic housekeeping decided a quaking moderate is far a little too much & gives George "A little help."

The circle of Advisors closes Strange in from January to two. So it's Kennedy & Johnson—-

And Nixon wins by a hair—

PostScript—From a true believer

In no way do I believe the alone to be possible—but never did I feel a 50 State Victory was in reach—or for months McGovern could yet the democratic nomination.

An exercise in futility; yes—but what better on a very beautiful October might when "everything looked so good to be believed".